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Introduction
Ablation of accessory pathways (AP) is currently performed 

with conventional mapping based on a well-accepted set of criteria, 
eliminating the need for 3D mapping systems in most cases, because 
of the excellent immediate and long-term results using these simple 
parameters in trained hands[1].

The Rhythmia system ™ (Boston Scientific, Inc.) is a useful 
mapping tool for achieving very detailed atrial or ventricular 
activation with high resolution[2]. High-density mapping may be 
especially helpful in revealing particular features of wave propagation. 
We report about a mapping case of an epicardial accessory pathway 
using the Rhythmia system ™, highlighting some specific features of 
how some accessory pathway may link atrium and ventricle.

Case Report
A 28 years-old man with a left posterior WPW and both antidromic 

and orthodromic reciprocating tachycardia was referred for ablation. 
A first procedure had been performed some weeks before, but pre-
excitation recurred late after acute success of radio-frequency (RF) 
ablation into the proximal coronary sinus (CS).

After both retrograde aortic access and trans-septal puncture, 
electro-anatomical maps of the left atrium, CS and left ventricle were 
created using the Rhythmia system ™ with the Orion catheter, which 
is a mini-basket catheter made of eight splines with eight 0.4 mm2 
electrodes each (64 electrodes, 2.5 mm spacing). Activation maps at 
the left atrium, CS and left ventricle were built during pacing at the 

distal CS. Timings of activation were manually reannotated against 
the same reference (pacing artifact) in each chamber for allowing 
vizualisation of complete atrio-ventricular propagation into a single 
map. 

Analysis of propagation showed first a focal activation from the low 
lateral left atrium facing the distal CS where pacing was delivered, 
concentrically invading the whole left atrium from bottom to summit. 
Then, after a 100 ms delay, epicardial ventricular activation emerged 
as recorded into the external part of the postero-lateral CS, facing 
the site of earliest atrial activation. Then basal and more superior/
medial left ventricular endocardium was depolarized 35 ms later (see 
Figure 1 to Figure 3). This was considered as a sign of an “epicardial” 
accessory pathway, connecting both left atrium and ventricle through 
muscular extensions of the CS coat [3]. There was no CS diverticulum 
or aneurism.

RF ablation (25 W irrigated) was performed into the CS - near the 
middle cardiac vein opening - at a site showing QS pattern in unipolar 
recording and with local depolarization preceding the delta wave by 
25 msec, without visible AP potential (Figure 4). Criteria were not 
better at the endocardial aspect of the mitral annulus. RF application 
was successful, but multiple RF attempts were needed at this site 
because of delayed recovery of pre-excitation after 15 to 30 minutes 
observation in two instances, before anterograde and retrograde 
conduction over the AP could be finally definitively eliminated. The 
patient did not present with recurring tachycardia nor pre-excitation 
over a follow-up of 2 years.  

Discussion
AP ablated into the CS are expected to link both left atrium and 

ventricle through fibers of the CS musculature connecting left atrial 
myocardium to remote left ventricular epicardium[3]. While direct 
electro-physiological proofs for this assumption are exceptional[4], 
this case may serve as an illustration of this hypothesis.
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Abstract
 While ablation of accessory pathways is usually performed without 3D mapping system, we present a case where high-density mapping 

helps in illustrating the anatomical features of epicardial and oblique AP connections.
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Figure 2: Additional views showing details of ventricular activation, with superior and medial earliest activation occurring after more lateral and 
inferior CS activation

Figure 1:

Left atrial, CS and left ventricular activation maps during distal 
CS pacing. Purple: non depolarized tissues. Green-Blue: onset of 
activation. Red: depolarized tissues. Activation proceeds from 
endocardial low lateral left atrium (1) to external CS (2) then to 
more medial basal endocardial left ventricle (3) before spreading 
to the whole cavity (4).

The oblique direction of most AP have been demonstrated using 
electro-physiological techniques. Posterior left AP endocardially 
ablated at the AV groove usually have medial ventricular insertions 
and lateral atrial insertions[5]. Although location of atrial insertion 
was not determined here, “epicardial AP” through CS coat may also 
lead to lateral to medial pattern of activation[3].

The Rhythmia system ™ allows to well illustrate both paradigms 
in this case. The propagation demonstrated the oblique course of the 
left AP and its “epicardial” location, since activation of the external 
part of the CS – i.e. far-fields of the epicardial aspect of the left 
ventricle - was shown to follow atrial endocardial activation and to 
precede the ventricular endocardial one, with delays between both 
endocardial activations compatible with propagation along external 
structures. Although simple conduction disturbances into a trivial 
AP can not be ruled out, the lack of any detectable activation during 

around 135 ms between onset of local atrial activation and earliest 
endocardial ventricular depolarization is more compatible with an 
AP not directly connecting both atrial and ventricular endocardium, 
where continuous potentials between A and V are usually seen[1] and 
where CS is delayed.

Although ablation of AP is better performed without 3D mapping 
system in most cases, because of easy, rapid, cost-effective and almost 
always successful procedures with acceptable low fluoroscopic 
exposure in trained hand[1], high-density mapping in this example 
helps in illustrating the anatomical features of AP connections.
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Figure 4: Bipolar and unipolar electrograms at the site of successful ablation (left) and disappearance of pre-excitation during RF (right). Local 
ventricular depolarization at the CS preceeded the onset of delta wave by 25 ms.

Figure 3:

Intracardiac bipolar and unipolar recordings at the same sites as fig 1. Local activation is shown by arrows. Note the precession of 
ventricular activation at the CS compared to the endocardial ventricular recording, and the QS pattern at the CS in unipolar recording 
while there was an R wave at the endocardial left ventricle. Ventricular activation at the CS happens 35 ms before the ventricular 
endocardial one (see text). Vertical dashed line represents the timing of delta wave onset on surface ECG.
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